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Abstract. It is widely accepted that deep neural networks are very effi-
cient for detecting objects in images. They reach their limit when detect-
ing multiple instances of long lines in low-resolution images. We present
an original methodology for the recognition of vine lines in low-resolution
satellite images. The method consists in combining an asymmetrical neural
network with a sub-classifier. We first compare a traditional U-Net archi-
tecture with an asymmetrical U-Net architecture designed for precision
agriculture. We then highlight the significant improvement in vine line
detection when a Random Forest is added after the customized U-Net.
This methodology addresses the complex task of dissociating vine lines
from other agricultural objects. As a result, our experiments improve the
precision from 0.83 to 0.94 over our optimized neural network.

1 Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) is widely used for image recognition. Deep Learning
(DL) algorithms such as AlexNet Neural Network [1], Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNN) [2], VGG-16 Neural Networks [3], DeepLabv3 [4] and U-Net [5]
have demonstrated their performance in the classification and segmentation of
objects in images.

The algorithms trained on huge datasets allow accurate recognition of objects
in images. Many research groups focus on the detection of small objects in high
resolution images such as [6]. However, the performances of the algorithms are
limited when the segmentation task concerns the detection of multiple instances
of the same object crossing a complete image, as for example the segmentation
of vine lines in high resolution images taken with a drone. This challenge is
amplified when dealing with low resolution satellite images because of the narrow
spacing between the vine lines.

Moreover, in precision agriculture, the distinction between objects is compli-
cated. Colors are similar (e.g. trees, leaves) and shapes are alike (e.g. bush lines
and vine lines). The trained model must not be sensitive to the orientation of
the vine lines.

This paper compares the accuracy of a U-Net, often used for object segmen-
tation in images, and an asymmetrical U-Net combined with Random Forest
(RF) to extract additional information to refine the classification. Our previous
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experiments have shown that traditional algorithms and simple neural networks
do not achieve sufficient precision [7]. The experiments are based on a problem-
atic of precision agriculture: the detection of vine lines in low-resolution aerial
images.

2 State-of-the-Art

Deep neural networks such as ResNet [8] or Inception-v4 [9] are highly efficient
for image detection and segmentation. They have respectively a top-5 error of
5.7% and 4.2% for the classification and detection of objects in the images of
the ImageNet dataset [8][9].

The U-Net neural network is used for image segmentation. It is widely used
in the biomedical field for cell detection in medical images for example [10]. The
FCN-8 is partly composed of the U-Net and allows a segmentation of buildings,
cars and nature in high-resolution aerial images with an efficiency of 80% [11].

To address the problem of line detection, multiple approaches are proposed:
1) For problems such as detecting the edges of objects (e.g. documents) in
images, Hough Transformation can be very efficient [12]. 2) In more complex
cases, such as the detection of power lines in images, various neural networks
are used to determine the areas containing lines in the image [13]. However, line
segmentation at pixel level is very often missing, which does not allow a precise
analysis of the line itself. Other researches on the detection of vine lines have
interesting results but are dependent and limited by the colors, as for example
in [14].

Even at the state of the art, the precision of vine line recognition with neural
networks was around 70% [7]. So, to refine the classification, we added a post-
processing layer based on random forest that are used for classification but also
for the detection of objects in images, such as for face recognition [15]. They
are frequently used for the extraction of specific parameters as well as for the
selection of the most important ones. They allow to reduce the dimensions by
selecting the most important parameters and converge more quickly and with
less information than neural networks [16].

3 Dataset and Data Processing

The dataset is created with two different data sources. The first dataset is
created with a drone flying over the alpine vineyards of Switzerland. The drone
is programmed to take a high-resolution RGB photo every 5 meters. Each image
contains meta-information such as the altitude, the speed and the geolocation
of the drone. The second dataset is created with low-resolution satellite images
acquired in the same region.

Each image is manually labeled with a mask containing white lines. These
lines represent the vine lines. The images are divided into training, validation
and test datasets. Each image is divided into patches [7]. The corresponding
labelings are also divided into patches. Finally, to increase the data presented
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to the NN, a data augmentation is performed on the training dataset. The
specifications for the data augmentation are detailed by [7].

The patch size for our experiments is 145x145 pixels for the original image.
The labeling is divided into patches of 72x72 pixels. These sizes are optimal for
the problem of vine line detection and defined during our recent experiments [7].

4 Methodology and Experiments

To determine the optimal segmentation and classification algorithms for our
problem, the following methodology is applied during the experiments: first,
the datasets required for training, validation and testing are prepared. The
original images and annotations are divided into patches. The original U-Net
[5] and thereafter the asymmetrical U-Net proposed in this research are trained
and validated. Then, to improve the detection of vine lines, a random forest is
implemented after the asymmetrical U-Net. Finally, the results are calculated
and they are statistically compared on the test images.

4.1 Labelling using an Asymetrical U-Net

As a baseline, the U-Net neural network is implemented with its original struc-
ture.

For a more precise recognition of vine lines in low-resolution satellite map
images, the U-Net architecture is adapted to create an asymetrical structure.
It analyses patches of an optimal size required for the experiment. The Figure
1 illustrates this difference with a larger input image size than the output. This
asymetrical network take in account the surrounding for the segmentation.

The network is configured and trained to detect two classes: vines and
non-vines (See the Figure 1).

(a) Asymmetrical U-Net Architecture (b) Original patch (left) and labelled patch (right).

Fig. 1: U-Net Architecture and example of patches used for our experiments

4.2 Classification Improvement using a Random Forest (RF)

To reduce pixel detection errors around vine lines, the edge detection algorithm
proposed by [17] is applied. The algorithm determines the surroundness rela-
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tions among the borders of a binary image. The output of the algorithm is one
rectangle per vine line, containing the detected pixels as a vine. Each rectangle
is then filtered based on its dimensions to eliminate false detections.

To improve the detection of the vine lines and to capture the longitudinal
shapes, we propose to use a Random Forest. The output image of the asymetrical
U-Net is used as input for the RF. Each of the rectangles of the image is labeled
as vine / non-vine. Then, each rectangle is passed to the RF to train the
detection model. The settings used are the dimensions of the rectangle and
the characteristics Haralick, Tamura and First Order Statistics [7]. The output
of the RF provides a final detection and classification of the vine lines.

Finally, the classification validation is done on images containing lines of vines
with varied orientations. It’s executed according to the process described in the
Section 4, from the original image, through asymetrical U-Net, edge detection,
filtering and finally the RF.

5 Results

The results of the classification of U-Net, asymmetrical U-Net and the impact
of the RF on the classification are compared in this chapter. The models are
evaluated with the precision, the recall and the IoU (Intersection over Union).
The IoU is used to determine the accuracy of a recognition based on its location
[18]. We defined a threshold of 0.75 for IoU in our experiments to calculate
precision and recall. This threshold (IoU) is the optimum value obtained in
previous detection experiments that were not yet using Random Forest [7]. The
results of the experiments are presented in the Table 1.

Our results include the standard error (SE) calculated with the equation

SE = Zα

√
p(1−p)

n [7], where Zα is the confidence level, p is the precision and n

is the number of data.

Table 1: Results obtained on a low-resolution satellite imagery for vine line
detection.

Precision Recall
Altered U-Net 0.711 ±0.06 0.239
Asymmetrical U-Net 0.830 ±0.05 0.784
Asymmetrical U-Net

0.942 ±0.03 0.784
with RF subclassifier

The results presented in the Table 1 show that our asymmetrical U-Net has
a significantly better precision compared to a U-Net with a standard structure
[5]. This improvement is confirmed on the low-resolution satellite map imagery.
The use of an asymmetrical neural network allows to improve the precision from
0.711 to 0.830 compared to a standard U-Net for a vine line segmentation task.
The use of a random forest to refine the detection of the lines allows to obtain
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(a) U-Net (b) Asymmetrical U-Net combined with a RF

Fig. 2: Visualization of the results of the classification of the vine lines. Green:
True Positive. Red : False Positive. Purple : False Positive corrected with the
RF.

a precision of 0.942. The recall remains practically unchanged, since the RF is
mainly used to remove False Positives (e.g. bushes or trees). The RF allows
to extract additional information in order to capture a linear shape.

Figure 2 visualizes the detection of the vine lines. The white areas are the
pixels detected as a vine line with our U-Net. The green rectangles point out the
vine lines. The red rectangles highlight the bad detection. The purple rectangles
identify the classifications corrected by the random forest. These visualizations
allow to highlight the improvements made with an asymmetrical U-Net but also
with the addition of a RF for the final decision.

6 Conclusion

The use of a Random Forest allows to improve the final decision making of a
neural network and improve significantly the classification of vine lines in low-
resolution satellite images. The combination of an asymmetrical U-Net and a RF
improves the precision from 0.830 to 0.942. This combination makes the model
robust and generalized. It reduces false detections and therefore reduces the
noise generated by the bad detection of agricultural objects. The integration of
a Random Forest after a neural network allows to extract additional information
and quickly converge on a more accurate segmentation and classification of vine
lines. Moreover, the use of a RF allows to adapt the classification problem with-
out having to re-train the neural networks from scratch, reducing considerably
the training time [7]. It also enables to quickly filter specific objects

The next steps consist of a complete detection of the vine lines, allowing
to omit potential false detections present in the middle of a vine line. This
detection will allow to generate automatic flight plans for drones to treat the
vines autonomously. We also plan to explore other algorithms similar to RF in
order to cross-validate our results.
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